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are carried in the cars, the
BIG BATTLE IN ECUADOR.
recognition of a republic as the govprize member of the little family beernment of the southern provinces.
Guayaquil, Ecuador, Jan. 19. One
ing a 25 months old Berkshire which
He accepted the idea of a dual adthousand men were killed and wounded
In a battle yesterday at Yaguache, to
weighs just 480. There are also eight
ministration, the north to be under
coops of pure strain chickens of the
the northeast of tnis city. An army
Yuan Shi Kai and the south under
finest breeds.
Dr. Su Yat Sen. pending the decision
supporting the Quito gOTernment unA flat car between the two live
der the command of General Julio
of the national convention oO the fu
stock cars, is used to exhibit cattle
Andrade, formerly Ecuadorean minis
ture government ,
and also as a lecture platform for outter to Colombia, attacked and de
door work, while it also carries sevfeated an army of Guayaquil troops
Abdication Discussed
eral samples of fruit trees showing
supporting the provisional govern
Peking, Jan. 19 The princes of the
root growth and development and thy JUDGE ROBERT EWING OF TEN ment proclaimed by General Montero TELEGRAPH
INSTRUCTORS WITH DEMONSTRA
CHINESE
PREMIER iirrperial clan, a number of leading BELIEVED TO HAVE BEEN ONE OP
Dest metnods or pruning.
under the command of General Flavio
Manchu officials and several mem
TION TRAJN ANSWER FLOOD
NESSEE DESCRIBEf COLONEL
A FORMAL DEMAND FOR ABSERIES OF "JOBS" INCLUDING
Alfaro.
Probably the most interesting of all
bers
of the government had a proHARVEY INCIDENT.
OF QUESTIONS.
DICATION OF THRONE
LOS ANGELES TIMES.
of the cars on the train is the exhibiGeneral Flavio Alfaro was wounded
tracted conference today with the em
tion car which was equipped by the
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se
the
which
during
very
fight
press dowager, but again separated
atLARGE CROWDS SEE EXHIBITS Agricultural college. The chief
GOVERNOR WAS QUITE CANDID vere. General Eloy Elfaro has now THEYMAKE DRASTIC REQUESTS without deciding the question of ab- FUSE IS FOUND IN AN ALLEY
traction in this car is the irrigation
been appointed commander in chief
dication. The leading princes favor
of the Guayaquil army.
pump which shows the wonderful pos
ed an unconditional abdication of the
AGRICULTURALISTS
THE EDITOR THAT
FROM MESft sibilities of irrigating by pumping. The INFORMED
DECLARE THAT NO MANCHU MAY throne.
Three of the younger prin THIS INDICATES THAT THE EXHARPER'S WEEKLY BOOSTS
AND CITIZENS AND CHILDREN
'PHONE SAVES A TRAIN
pump was kept working from 4
TAKE
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PLOSION WAS NOT RESULT
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o'clock yesterday afternoon until dark,
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VISIT THE EXHIBIT.
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at
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Nanking,
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to
not,
the
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however,
agree
h'sher level and then allowing It to
Alpine, Texas, last night saved a
tirement to Jehol although they did
TO MAKE
THISTLE USEFUL drain back into the tank. The pump- WERE OLD PERSONAL FRIENDS Southern Pacific passenger train, YUAN SHI KAI HAS AN OPINION not
SEVERAL SIMILAR ATTEMPTS
suggest an alternative.
ing method of getting water for irri
eastbound, from going into a burned
There were many rumors of the
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Nashville,
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11
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sections
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government
today
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the powefs for recognition.
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HOMESTEADER

GERMANY AND FRANCE, WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO THE MOROCCAN QUESTION"

IS

Wmwwmmi

AN ATTEMPTED

By Count von Berastorl, German Ambassador at Washington.

-

A

-

-

V

SUICIDE
New York. Jan. 19. An ajlcto otffa French protectorate could not
in Germany, to Morocco by way of the
and France, wlth'Soeclal troy them. No one who knew the British Isles to understand what it
Reference to the Moroccan Question,'', conditions in Morocco as they really would nave meant for Germany
o
by Count von Bernstorff, German am- were, and not as one perhaps wished send a large military force to Mor
bassador at VVshlnMon. appearlp them to be, could entertain the slight- occo. This, would, however, have been
the current issue of The Outlotf
est doubt that a French protectorate unavoidable, since without such a
, .
la as follows: v
T
must In the course of time be estab- force it would have been impossible
H
to subject to German rule the sturdy
The Moi-.h;ui question has p$ss',l lished.
out of Its controversial siie nd is This would have been considered tribes of south Morocco, from their
Dow a part of 'nory, ho tat we ao the natural course of events had the Algerian neighbor.
As already stated, the attitude of
on it Vita aSi- - aspect of affairs not suddenly changed
able to look I h
to judge thellms when M. Piohen retired from the Germany was soon understood in Papartial ppirit
and results
the German govern- French foreign office and was replac ris. The error of the expedition to
ment' actio; with falrneln as, fair- ed by M. Cruppi. It seems that colo- Fez having been made, there was
ness wri'oh k
to be sometimes nial fanatics who could not await the nothing left to bear the consquences
lacking during the heat of the dis- ripening of the Moroccan fruit took and pay dearly for what otherwise
cussion b.
advantage of this change to obtain in the course of time might have been
It is well krown that until 1904 En- - the consent of the new minister ot obtained without any sacrifice what
gland and Ft nee were contending foreign affairs for the expedition to ever.
There could be no doubt what price
with each other for supremacy in Mor-- ; Fe. The pretended danger of the
occo.
Then . follow
the Anglo- - military mission and of the European Germany would ask.
On the one hand, increased and
French agreement of April, 1904, and colony in constquence of the rebellion
guarantees for the maintenance
in the fall of the same year a French of tribes in the neighborhood of Fez
e
of the open door in Morocco, which
banking syndicate contracted a new formed a welcome pretext. The
lonrt wltij" Morocco.
Privileges tal was reached and military posts would enable Germans to settle and
of such importance were granted to were to be withdrawn to the coast as do business in Morocco in spite of a
this group of 'banks that the eventual soon as possible, it was evident that French protectorate.
On the other hand, a compensation
fate of the iifultan's empire seemed t6 the larger part of the country would,
be decided. Germany, however, inter-- like the Schanja province, soon he in the form of colonial territory,
vened; the emperor visited Tangier; 'directly controlled by French agen's which had already often enough been
mentioned during the earlier phases
and a few months later the conference and- - military authorities.
of
all
this
time
the Morocco affair.
of Algeciras was held. In fair words
During
Frenquently the desire had been
it proclaimed the independence
of; German newspapers had constantly
Morocco and the sovereignty of the reiterated that, according to commu-Kttlti- expressed in Germany that sucn a
received in Germany, the step would be taken. The govern
It also created a multitude nications
of provisions and stipulated the "open Europtans in Fez were not at all in ment, however, had hesitated, hopinr
door" in Morocco. At the same time, danger. When these hints proved to that the independence of Morocco
however, police powers were granted be of no effect, the North German might be maintained. This hope wa;
to France and Spain in eight open Gazette, of April 30, 1911, addressed now destroyed by the force of events
whlca and Germany must be considered
Moroccan ports, and, furthermore, the a new warning to France
could not be misunderstood, declaring lucky for having been able.to return
treaty concerning the
ed loan was ratified with certain that a sultan governing with the aid to tho Idea of compensation.
It is well known that from the beamendments. Above all., owing to the of Franco no longer represented the
as
the
defined
this compensation was desir- sultan
the
by
border
soveirelgn
ginning
line,
long
conference could not prevent French Ailgeclras act, and that Germany eu in me trencn congo, in order :o
influence in Morocco from continuing therefore would be entitled to resume unite as much as posible the adjoining
and even increasing. On account of her former freedom of action. This German colonies on the western coast
the wholly unsettled and untenable warning was not heeded. Events took of Africa, were it only by forming an
conditions in Morocco which it is no their course, and it was soon clear economic unity through the establish
use denying opportunities for the ex- that the south of Morocco would also ment of appropriate trade routes. This
ertion of French influence could not be drawn into the growing unrest. !n goal was reached by the recent Mor
long be wanting. In fact, the occupa- this case the security of the Euro occo agreement between France and
tion of ITjda and the bombardment as peans
living there among them Germany, which gave the latter powwell as the occupation of Casablanca many Germans might indeed
hae er access to the Congo and the
All this could have been in danger, since there were no
soon followed.
been prevented only it Germany had French troops in the south, and no
Although, of course, opinions may
been inclined to restore order in Mor- - forces of the sultan which could be differ about the value of the terri- and first to go to war, as would counted on. At any rate, several Ger- - ceded to Germany, it is evident that
man firms feared that their interests German commerce and industry, Gerand their officials were in danger, and man miners and farmers, have obtain
during the month of June asked the ed valuable guarantees for their inGerman
unau
government for protection. terests in Morocco: The agreement
iim
prove to tie more iwwenui
most perfectly worded treaty provi- As a consequence, the German cruiser furnishes a powerful instrument In
the hands of the German government.
sions,, and the Algeciras act could not Panther was sent to Agadir.
to protect
The
French
Morocco
enabling it permanently
newspapers
published
fact
the
that
to
alter
expect
no longer in during those days prove that after German interests in spite of all conand her inhabitants
A careful reading of
themselves possessed the strength to having been startled at first, French trary efforts.
text
of
en- public, opinion very soon perfectly unthe
will be conthe
Some
agreement
their
country.
reorganize
thusiasts believed that Muley Hand derstood the meaning of this step. For vincing in this respect. The explicit
would be able to perform this task, any one who had followed the course prohibition of differential treatment
but they soon had to recognize that, of the Moroccan question it was in- of goods imported by foreign coun
notwithstanding his skill and ability conceivable that Germany should sud- tries which is of equal benefit to all
a sa statesman, he did not have the denly with to conquer Morocoan ter- - nations, including the United States- power to bring about the necessary ritory. Even during the most critical the severe rules for controlling this,
moments of the whole affair German-- the possibility of an appeal to a clearchanges without foreign assistance.
declared ly defined system of arbiraOon with
For the German government there had always emphatically
economic
inter regard to claims against Moroccan
to
she
that
one
only
way
pursued
therefore
open
was
only
and French authorities, the possibilwith
this
in
and
ests
good
Morocco,
interests
commercial
German
preted
.
..
a
tne
reason.
For
France's
in Morocco, viz., by.securing
occupation ity of the construction of private railGermany
from ways without public competition, and
Morocco
of
some
of
This
apart
interests.
these
part
of
protection
result was achieved by the Morocco the war which no doubt would have their administration by private hoards
all these provisions of the agree
agreement of February 9, 1909, which ensued could mean nothing else than
expressly mentioned the Algeciras a long and continual display of ment cannot be too highly valued.
On the whole, It can therefore be
act as Its basis. Clearly the object military forces perfectly out of prn-o- f
thte agreement could only be to portion to the possible gain. The said that the negotiations conducted
delav. French advance in Morocco as friendship of the Moroccans ror i,er under the moral pressure of the send
Ining of the Panther to Agadir led to a
long as possible, so that German trad- many naturally would have turned
the
followed
soon
as
as
she
satisfactory result for Germany, beers, farmers, and manufacturers were to enmity,
cause she avoided chasing phanthe
of
and
took
up
same
France
under
this
the
in
example
meanwhile,
French protection, guaranteed by role of an aggressor. It Is only necea-treat- toms, and tried only to reach a goal
able to consolidate their inter-- , sary to glance at the map and look which it was possible for her to
ests f n Morocco in such a degree that at the sea route fro Wilhelmshaven,
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Albuquerque, p. M Jan. 19. Apparently in a sudden fit of despondency due to long suffering from tuberculosis and his inability to work
and support his family, Fred Lewis,
formerly of Onaway, Mich., yesterday afternoon slashed his throat with
a razor in a room at the Huby house,
where two days ago his wife started
a board and room establishment to
provide a livelihood.
He was removed to St. Joseph's
hospital, apparently In a dying condition, after Dr. E. Osuna had given
him emergency treatment and temporarily checked the flow of blood
from the severed left jugular vein. It
Is not known whether Lewis will
live or not Mrs. Lewis collapsed am
was in a hysterical condition after
she had aided in caring for her husband. As nearly as could be learned,
Mr. Lewis, with his wife and their
two children, Eddie, 10 years old, and
Gertrude, 12 years old, came here
about two weeks ago from Las Vegas,
where they had lived about a month.
Two days ago Mrs. Lewis opened a
boarding and rooming house at First
street near Stover avenue, where the
tragedy took place. She said that her
husband had aided her in the housework and in getting the place in condition to accommodate patrons. 11
had appeared cheerful enough in the
morning about the place. Mrs. Lewis
had set the table for dinner and had
just completed cooking the noonday
meal when she noticed that her husband had gone to their room, supposedly to rest for a few minutes.
She went to call him to dinner and
when she opened the door she found
him prone upon the bed, almost lifeless. The room looked like a slaughter house. Blood was spattered on
the floor and walls, and lay In a great
clotted pool upon the bed. Apparently the despondent man had thrown
himself upon the bed, taken a razor
In his right hand and, starting at a
point just below the left ear, he inflicted a deep cut almost to the center of the throat. The slash of the
razor, Dr. Osuna said, after a rapid
examination, had undoubtedly severed
the Jugular vein, and probably the
nerve and the muscles of the throat
on that side.
Upon arrival at St. Joseph's hos
pital It was found that another wound
had been inflicted by the demented
man on the under side of the left arm
just above the elbow, an attempt evidently having been made to reach a
blood vessel there. .The blood lost as
a result of the two wounds was a fear
ful amount, the blankets covering the
upper part of the body being entirely
soaked.
In a whisper only barely audible
the unfortunate man said that there
was nothing to make life worth living
for him and that he did not care
much whether he recovered. Asked
why he did the horrible act he re
plied In a still weaker voice that he
had a greater amount of bad luck
than any one could be expected to
bear up under.

DAY OBSERVED IN VIRGINIA
Richmond, Va. Jan. 19. In Richmond, the capital of the confederacy,
and In all other cities and towns o

NOTICE
To the stockholders of the Las Vegas Sewer company: You and each

of you are hereby notified that there
Virglna the anniversary of the birth will be a
meeting of the said stock
of General Lee was observed today as
holders at the city hall at 8 o'clock
a pubic holiday.
p. m, on the 19th day of January,
1912 for the purpose of con3'dering
association at, the Waldorf-Astori- a
Constipation Is the cause of many and makjng some arrangements!
ailments and disorders that make life
miserable. Take Chamberlain's Stom- whereby the property of said com pan;'
ach and Liver Tablets, keep youi can be turned over to the govern
Folev Kidney Pills
regular and you will avolti ment of the said City of Las Vegas.
always give satisfaction because they bowels
all dru?
F. E. OLNEY,
ys do tb work. t. j. nemui, these diseases. For sale by
"l nave useu gists,
hen, GUL, says:
1
A. A. JONES,
Kidiley Pills with great Sans
CHRIS W1EGAND,
on an
round more reiiei irom
WILSON AT ANN ARBOR
MAY HENRY,
usethan from any other kld- - Ann Arbor, Mich., Jan. 19. GoverAlmost
tried
I've
and
Imedcine,
JOHN SHANK,
nor Woodrow WWson of New Jersey,
Lin. I can cheerfullyfor recom candidate
T. J. RAYWOOD, Secretary
for the democratic presidenkidney
iem to all sufferers
G.
Schaefer tial nomination, visited Ann Arbor tobladder trouble." O.
'Red Cross Drug Co.
day and was given an enthusiastic reception by the Wilson club of the
Charles Durham, Lovtngton, 111., has
University of Michigan.
succeeded In finding a positive cure
The Danger of La Grippe
for bed wetting. "My little boy wet
its fatal tendency to pneumonia,
the bed every night clear thro' on
cure your la grippe coughs take Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
"Cures in Every Case"
the floor. I I tried several kinds of
Jley's Honey and Tar Compound. R.
Mr. Jas. McCaffery,
Mgr, of the kidney medicine and I was In the drug
Fisher, Washington,. Kan., says:
as troubled with a severe attack Schlltz Hotel, Omaha, Neb., recom- store looking for something different
grippe that threatened penumo-- . mends Foley's Honey and Tar Com- to help him when I heard of Foley
friend avfsed Foley's Honey pound, because it cures in every cage. Kidney Pills. After he had taken
r Compound and I got relief "I have used It myself and I have them two days we could see a change
ing the first few doses. I took recommended It to many others who and when he bad taken two thirds of
les and my la grippe was have since told me of Its great cura- a bottle he was cured. That is about
et the genuine, in tne yei-e- . tive power in disease of the throat six weeks ago and he has not wet
O. O. Schaefer and
O. G. Schaefer and and lungs." For all coughs and colds in bed since."
Red Cross Drug Co.
fer and Red Cross Drug Co.
, s Drug Co.
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Note the following values-th- en
see if it isn't decidedly
to your Interest to attend our After Supper Sale No. 45
CASH ONLY-N- O
TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED.
$1.75

DRESSES

35c

75c

A lot of childiens dresses made from Percale
and Gingham, neatly trimmed with bands and
piping, of contrasting colors, all fast colors, in
light and dark patterns, sizes 6 year" to
14 years, worth 1.50 to 1.75, special

75c

$1.00

OUTING GOWNS

riACHINES

18

inch Corset Cover Embroidery
Supper

per yard

42c

UNDERWEAR

65c

J

talking

inch to

in good desirable patterns, worth 35c per yard,
Sale, Special , "I C
for our After

74c

Women's Outing Gowns in plain and fancy
effects, full width and neatly trimmed,
J?C
worth $1.00, special,

VICTOR

16

Women's fleeced underwear in separate garments, white only, worth 65c per garXmmj
ment, special

Jj2r

JcTjrf

ROSENWALD'S

Wl(l(t
ljm
ESTABLISHED

block

17

The wife, prostrated from grief, and clot but bound the wound so as to
the two little children, have no means keep more blood from oozing out and
of support whatever and are practic
Lewis was hurriedly placed In an am- to
funds.
Prior
ally wjthout
coming! bulance and taken to the hospital.
to Las Vegas and then to this city Immediately upon finding her hustwo weeks ago, the tamily had been band dying, Mrs. Lewis called to her
engaged In proving up a homestead neighbors and a hurry call was sent
near Wagon Mound and it is under- In for a physician.
stood that in the course of that underMrs. Lewis said that Mr. Lewis had
taking their funds gave out and they been in New Mexico a year and a half
were forced to abandon the claim, go- In an effort to regain his health but
ing to Las Vegas and thence to this that he had been unable to keep in
city.
employment at work that he could do
The weapon, a razor, used In com- with his waning strength and that he
mitting the deed was found in the bed had permitted his troubles to depress
clothing after removal to the hos- him at times. He gave no warning of
pital. With the first hurried search any intention to take his life yesterat the house the weapon was not dis- day and Mrs. Lewis thought that he
covered and there was considerable had simply gone to his room for a
mysterious conjecture regarding tin short rest. His father lives In TurInflicting of the wound, the fact that ner, Mich... Kindly neighbors cared for
the weapon could not be found lead- Mrs. Lewis and her children after
ing some to the opinion that some the tragedy.
one other than the man himself had
committed the deed. However, upon
IN MEMORY OF GENERAL
LEE
the removal of the bed clothing this
Atlanta, Gc0, Jan. 19. The one
theory was Immediately exploded with
the finding of the bloody razor deep hundred and fifth anniversary of
in the blankets.
the birth of General Robert E. Lee
The only thing that kept the man was celebrated throughout the south
from dying from loss of blood in a today. In practically all of the southfew minutes after he had Imlicted the ern states the day Is observed as a
wound was the fact that the position legal holiday. Banks and public ofin which he lay caused a clot of blood fices were closed, and In most places
to form In the wound, temporarily the school b were opened only In the
stopping the flow from the severed forenoon to allow commemoration exvein. Dr. Osuna did not remove the ercises to be held.

PLAZA

THERE IS DANGER
(
There is danger in allowing a cold
to run on from day to day. Penslar's
Cold Breakers for sale
by O. G.
Sehaefer, will relieve a cold In short
order.
They decrease the liability
to pennumonia, which is particularly
.
prevalent at this time of the yea.-Buy a box today and get rid of that
cold.

MANUFACTURING

CHARGED WITH POISONING SON
Bad Axe, Mich., Jan. 19. Mrs. John

Wesley Sparling, who is accused ef
son and suspoisoning her
of
the deaths
caused
having
pected
of her husband and two other members of her family, was given a preliminary examination in court today.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Your druggist will refund money If
PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
Protruding Piles In 6 to 14 days. 5flc.

Rec-

"While attending school at Lebanon, Ohio,
In 1882, there was a small-po- x
scare, and
we were all vaccinated.
Presumably from
I
with
afflicted
became
Impure virus used,
dous, wnicn lasted lor aooui
two years, when the affliction
assumed the form of an
eczema on my face, the lower
part of my face being inflamed most of the time.
There would be water-bliste- rs
rise up, and open, and
wherever the water would
touch it would burn, and
cause another one to rise.
After the blister would open,
the place would scab over,
and would burn and itch so
as to be almost unbearable at times. In this
would
sores
spread from one place to
way the
another, back and forth over the whole of my
upper lip and chin, and at times the whole
lower part of my face would be a solid sore.
This condition continued for four or five years,
without getting any better, and in fact got
worse all the time, so much so that my wife
became alarmed lest It prove fatal.
"During all this time of boils and eczema,
I doctored with the best physicians of this
part of the country, but to no avail. Finally
1 decided to try Cuticura Remedies, which I
did, taking the Cuticura Resolvent Internally, applying the Cuticura Ointment to
the sores, and using the Cuticura Soap for
washing. In a very short time I began to
notice improvements, and continued to use
the Cuticura Kemedics until within less than
a year I was well again, and have not had a
recurrence of the trouble since, which is over
twenty years. I have recommended Cuticura
Remedies to others ever since, and have great
faith in them as remedies for skin diseases.
(Signed) A. C. Brandon, Attorney-at-La- w
Greenville, O., Jan. 17, 1011.
the world.
Sold throughout
Send to
Potter D. & C. Corp., Dept. sa. Boston, for
free sample of Cuticura boup and Ointment.

ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, not
only in making the goods right, but in 'advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

CENTER

Las Vegas has become known as a
center of the new
manufacturing
state. Sabino Lujan Is a manufacturer of fine filigree Jewelry. He
will make special designs to order
although he has a large assortment
In stock. Prices are right. See Lmjan,
Bridge street.

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ByCuticura Remedies Which He
ommends for Skin Troubles.

15c

CORSET COVER EMBROIDERY

LAWYER

j

NOT LIKELY TO GO HUNGRY
New York, Jan. 19. President Taft
will attend three dinners in this city
tomorrow evening, those of the Society of the Genesee at the Hotel
Knickerbocker, the Bar Association of
the City of New York at the Waldorf-Astoriand the New York fewelers'

No. 45

FRED LEWIS, WHO LIVED HERE
SHORT TIME AGO, CUTS
HI8 THROAT.

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

LAS VEQA8
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mately 20 miles long and five mile
wide divided Into farms averaging
"OVER-SEAS"
10 acres of Irrigable land, and
about
500 families now live there.
Two
railroads passing through the project
The condition's
afford transportation
-- facilities and
luiciuuauaui tui suggest; a
' surest and safest
healthful vegetable remedy as the
four small towns with stores and busicure. The disease is
about
the
accumulation
uric
of
brought
an
ness houses are exhibiting a
by
add,
irritating,
steady
property in the blood. This causes a Weakening and souring of the circulagrowth. A telephone system which
tion which then becomes unfit for nouriahing the body, while the deposits
now reaches a,jout half ot the farmers
of uric acid in the nerves, muscles,
joints and bones produce the pain and
11
soon be extended to cover the
To treat the trouble with medicines containing
agony of Rheumatism.
potGOVERNMENT
HAS
DEVOTED entire project, and 13 modern schools LINE CONNECTS
THE MAINLAND ash or other strong minerals, is simply adding another poison to the already
SIXTY-SEVEdiseased
weak,
DOLblood, sapping it of it Training vitality, and perhaps in
MILLION
employing trained instructors, provide
OF UNITED STATES WITH
the end making a physical wreck of the sufferer.
ror the education of the children.
The one safe and Only cure
LARS IN RECENT YEARS
for Rheumatism is S. S.
CITY OF KEY WEST.
It is nature remedy for this disease, made
The fertile son is well adapted to al
e x tracted from the roots, herbs
entirely from healthful vegetable ingred
falfa. wheat, oats, sugar beets, vege
and barks of the forest and fields. S. S.ienjs goes down i ' to the blood and
have tables, small fruits
$67,000,0(10
Approximately
and berries, ana
Jacksonville, Fla., Jan. li. The ar- removes every trace of the cause of
been spent by the government In
Rtajmatisrni clean s and purifiesi the
many farmers are adding to their in rival in Jacksonville
tomorrow of circulation, and restores health and comTjRt to those wh.oe suffering
from
work, and this vast sum is conies by the
Jkt- a :
steady demand for dairy several parties of diplomats, finan- tins nainful disease. There! tint- n.. " . tn'h
uwb uuaiUK
aic
less than half the amount that will
j
products, hogs and poultry. In or- - ciers and pubfc officials, including VOur SVStem With mineral ttiprliV;
have been expended when
Uncle iler to be
Kheumatism and any medical advice free.
.
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gender
Sam s engineers have completed the
iOJB. cjWLt
About nine or ten girls, aged sixteen this.
SFiiULbii; CO., A. LAHTA, GA- I
needs from one to two thousand dol- the rivers and harbors committee of
think after the theater Is
In lars to cover the cost of
eighteen, have formed a club, for rather late to sit out on the porch present program of reclamation
- will set the
In
congress,necessary
machinery
which they would like to have
you unless ou a warm evening and when nearly every western state the flood equipment, a house, fences, and pre- motion for the biggest celebration In for the very considerable
FOR 'RETIREMENT LAW
enlargement
uggest a name.
n. C.
other members of the family are up. waters of the streams are being imthe land for crops. He must the history of the state of Florida. of the poet Commercial as well as
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paring
hunJan.
Washington,
I see
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object.
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Football Spread.
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an accomplished fact.
and adopted her purpose:
money actually saved would amount
eafe one to follow.
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application
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length coats prevail land. The
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State Labor Commissioner Van trusted to our care, and pays four
money actually epent in of fare Is generous and the price Is the water Is
a young man after coming from the In Paris tailored costumes.
deep enough to float a Duyn. of Iowa, has begun a crusade per cent interest annually on certifiis proworks
the
irrigation
building
Rich and gorgeous blues have a
cheap, 25 cents for regular meals. large-sizocean steamship, and where
theater or other places? Is It proper
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annual payments, without interest cheaply.
fashion than for many years.
they correspond by postcards?
done by floating plants, where the lation
of the contract labor law.
All fashion indications point to a Call it paternalism if you lUe it is
THERE'S NO EXCUSE
concrete was mixed and placed
UNDECIDED.
still larger use of embroideries.
For the first time in the history of
making homes by the thousand every
A MATTER OF TASTE
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In position by means ot powerful
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The large collar has evidently come year.
censchool
New
York
City, complete
Spme people like Rye in preference
reasonable Investment you can
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sus figures were given out recently. very
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The census reveals that 26,000 chil- a millionaire.
mation service whose office is in the right here is where we want you to
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driving
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many styles In the
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who
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where else, and the
axpects quart bottled in bond. All the standThe Ohio law making it a criminal tresses, springs and
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The first through train to Key West offense for an
to farm an irrigated homestead
ard whiskeys, brandies, wines and
employer of his agent Johnsen & Son
will
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this
leave
and
discity
Sunday
work will be grievio'isly
to dismiss an employe for refusal to
liquors at the Opera Bar. C. T. Par- will
carry Mr. Flagler and a party of resign from a labor organization was
appointed. Neither will he et rich ley, Prop.
HOW MANY TIMES
friends. A second train will follow
over night. The government holds
Have you wished you had a good
recently upheld In a decision of Judge
closely with the members of congress Frank Gorman of the common pleas likeness
out no promises of fabulous profits
HOME MADE CANDIES
of some near dear relative
;
per acre or of land values Increasing That's descriptive of the products of and other officials invited to partici- court in Cincinnati.
jib.
a portrait that was a true likeness,
like a snowball rolling down hill. The the Potter Candy Kitchen. They are pate In the celebration at Key West.
In order to avert a strike the build- with every characteristic line and a
Tracts of a home product and they are made Elaborate entertainment for the vis- ing laborers of Manchester, Eng., natural
simple facts are these:
expression. In our portrait
first class farming; land varying from by the most expert candy makers itors has been provided in the island numbering 2,000, have decided to ask work we
study our subject, get tho
li jiMMigWiTii
mi
fir
40 to 160 acres are .now open to en- money can obtain. Hence we lead all city. Among the features of the pro- the
employers to submit their de- proper pose and light, that'3 why our
try; in their raw, condition they pro- competitors In this district Try a gram will be a big civic, military and mands for better pay either to the con- work is artistic. Waterman's Portrait
duce nothing and are worth very lit- box of our chocolates. We cover the naval parade, a ball and banquet and ciliation hoard of the building trades Studio on the Plaza
official receptions at the military and or to arbitration!
tle. When properly Irrigated they entire retail field. P. B. Potter.
Jell
1
naval posts on the island. The fifth
produce large crops of alfalfa, grain,
Chief Factory Inspector Davis of
SCHOOL SHOES
division of the Atlantic fleet, consistvegetables and fruit; In fact, all the
CEMENT FLOORS
Chicago has issued statistics showing The kind that wear and wit KBtand
crops common to the region in which
The stables of the Ideal Sanitary ing of the cruisers North Carolina, that the enforcement of the
r
the hard service given them bt ' vig-they are located, but in greater dairy are equipped with cement floors Washington, Salem and Birmingham, law for women in Illinois has cost orous boys and girls, is the kt hd to
abundance and more surely than in which makes it an easy matter to is at Key West for the celebration. Ohficago hotel men not less than $50,- Children who go to school
buy.
states where farmers must depend on keep them perfectly clean. The milk Portugal has sent one of the vessels 000 a month, since July 1, when the should have
substantial Alices,
the rainfall. Cultivated land with an is handled in bright, airy rooms amid of her navy and several other foreign law went into effect. The half dozen Likewise the good,
husband and fathefr who
assured water supply is worth from clean surroundings. If you are not powers are expected to be represent- big
department stores In Chicago,
of the case and at the base of thla
goes to his work, should have (good,
la a particularly handy and
$100 an acre upward and in some of patronizing
the Ideal you do not ed.
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to the statistics, obeyed the substantial shoes.
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The completion of the overseas line law at an extra expense of $1,500 a shoes at the
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of milk Is.
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day during the holiday season, being and be fitted. C. V. Hedgcock, Doug
ternational importance. It gives the
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compelled to employ 1,000 additional las avenue.
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United States a new seaport far out
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Beaufort, N. C., Jan. 19. The
schooner Ham- Prescott, from New
York to Wilmington, N. C, loaded
Entered at the Posioflloe at
on Diamond
Las '. .i d. New Meiicu. for tranamt. with salt, foundered
off the Hatteras coast today.
Shoals,
Mails
States
itnty through the United
Three of her crew of seven were
4m wcoac: class natter
saved this afternoon. The remaining
four were still clinging to the rigging
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The wind later veered to' the north
west, calming the seas to some ex
tent. The life crews renewed their
efforts to save the remaining four
men, who are in extreme peril. The
Prescott hails from New Haven,
Conn. The predicament of the men
was learned on the Diamond Shoals
light ship and Wireless calls were
sent out for assistance.
The calls were picked up by
revenue cutters Itasca, cruising ofi
the Carolina coast, and the Onondago,
at work In the Chesapeake bay. Immediately he cutters sent word they
were on their way.
THEY ARE GOOD SPORTS.
19. Speaker
Jan.
Washington,
Champ Clark today confirmed reports
that he and former Governor Joseph
W. Folk had agreed to stake their respective candidacies for the democratic presidential nomination on the
outcome of the approaching convention of Missouri democrats at Joplin.
"TEX" RICKARD TESTIFIES.
New York, Jan. 19. "Ts" Rickard,

the miner and prize fight promoter,

F1NGEU PRINT
)

That a

finger-prin-

t

CHARLES

HOTSON
NEW
New

CO.

EDITOR

One Year

MUCH HELPFUL ADVICE

was the first witness called today by
George Graham Rice, on trial with u.
V. Scheftels and others Charged with
KVIDKNCE using the malls- - to defraud. Acting as
his own attorney, Rice questioned the
may hang a man witness with the view of showing that

as a practical miner, Rickard believed
the mining stocks
the defendants
were advertising were as valuable as
Dice's market letters claimed. Rice
succeeded in getting into the record
in much testimony in his favor.

is been decided in the affirmative
inf the supreme, court of
Illinois, which
to the first court, of rank in this coun
try, we believe, to pass on the question of the weight of such evidence

in a trial for murder. The culpirt
this case is a negro who left the imprint of one of his fingers on a porch
railing on the house of the man he
killed.

NO DEVELOPME

Washington, Jan.

TS IN CUBA.
19.

Reports re

Of course, this evidence was ceived at the state department from
attacked by the defense, and the court Cuba indicate that the general situa
.having no precedent by which to rule, tion is greatly improved, although
came to this very sensible conclusion, no positive developments are expected
in the near future.
says the Scranton Times.

(Continued From Pace One)
instructors of the college at Mesilla
Park are witn the train, giving their
time gladly for the betterment of
farming in New Mexico.
The train staff consists of:
J. D. Tinsley, agricultural expert of
Santa Fe railroad.
H. J. McCowan, assistant to Mr.
Tinsley.
President W. E. Garrison, of the
New Mcd:u Agricultural College
Dr. Luther Foster, director of the
experiment station.
F. L. Blxby, irrigation expert.
W. T. Conway, superintendent of
college extension work.
H H. Simpson, professor of animal
husbandry.
Fabian Garcia, professor of horticulture.
E. P. Humbert, professor of agronomy, and just from the University of
Maine, where he has held a Blmilar
position. Mr. Humbert is a Ph. D.
from Cornell and is considered a
strong acquisition to the college fac
ulty.
J. W. Knorr, junior in the agricultural course at the college who "von
the trip as a prize in a stock fudging
contest.
J. E. Mable, assistant farmer and
dairy expert.
H. B. Hening, secretary New Mexico bureau at immigration.
District Freight and
Passenger
Agent W. R. Brown of El Paso is accompanying the train on the journey
through New Mexico.
Last night a large aud(ertca 'of
farmers from this section welcomed
the corps of train lecturers at the
Normal University auditorium. The
principal lecture of the evening was
made by J. D. Tinsley, whose talk was
on the Russian thistle. This weed has
been a menace to the farmers for
years, but Professor Tinsley announced last night that he is working
on a method of siloing which will
make it useful as a food for cattle.
He has been working on this for
some time and expects in the near
future to be able to send out bulletins of his methods of making good
out of bad. Professor Fabian Garcia,
instructor of horticulture at the College of Agriculture, addressed the
farmers on gardening. W. E. Garrison, president of the college, and W.
T. Conwpy, superintendent of college
extension work, were the other two
speakers of the evening. The talks
were all interesting and instructive
and the farmers were pleased.
The train left Las Vegas this morn
ing at about 2 o'clock for Albuquerque where it will stop four hours
From the Duke City the train will go
on a trip over the eut-ofThe attendance thus far has demon
strated thoroughly the deep Interest
of the people generally in the work
being done by the train and insures
the complete success of the undertaking. The success of this first demonstration train means undoubtedly
that such a train will be run over the
Santa Fe lines in ITew Mexico each
year, as an enormous aid to the
farmers of the Sunshine state in in
creasing yields, improving their farming methods and swelling their bank
accounts.
The people of the state have responded enthusiastically to the effort
being made by the Santa Fe and
the Agricultural college, thus far, and
there is no doubt that great crowds
will greet the train throughout the
entire journey.
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MARRIAGE . WA8
CELEBRATED
YESTERDAY JN NEW YORK;
SURPRISED FRIENDS
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TO QUIT

MINERS

Birmingham, Eng., Jan. 19. The
conference of delegates of the minersj
federation has decided to give notice
forthwilth of a national otoppapre of
work In the coal mines of Great Bri
tain. The end of February, however,
the natices
Is the first date at wht
The notice is
can become effective.
accompanied by an intimation that
the men are ready to cpntinue nego-tion- s
for a settlement. The conference has adjourned until February 1.
Both sides appear desirous of finding
a way out of the deadlock.
I

It cleans and Polishes in the same operation.
It is the most economical Polish made.

the day's trading and less emphasis

News of the marriage of Miss Marguerite Cox Primo, which occurred
yesterday afternoon at the home of
the bride's mother, 55 West Eighty-fourtstreet; New York City, came as
a surprise to the many friends of the
bride in Las Vegas. The happy groom
was Charles S. Hutson, also well
known In this city. Mr. and Mrs. Hut-soare now on their way to San
Francisco where the groom is In the
employ of George Bernard and Company and there they will reside. They
will stop for a visit of a few days in
St. Louis, the former home of the
groom, where a number of his friends
will entertain them at dinner.
Miss Prlmo has been a frequent
visitor in Las Vegas during the past
several years. When In New Mexico
she was the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
J. D. Hand uixn their ranch at Los
It was at the Los Alamos
Alamos.
ranch that the romance which resulted in the marriage in New York yesterday had its beginning. Somewhat
over a year ago Mr. Hutson secured
employment at the ranch. It did not
take him long to discover that there
was a peculiar charm about Miss
Prlmo's eyes, that her conversation
was the most Interesting to which he
had ever listened and that there was
a distinct attraction in her presence.
Miss Prinuo soon found that she entertained the same sentiments in regard to Mr. Hutson.
A short time after the young people became aware of their love fo
each other Mr. Hutson went to California to engage In business. Miss
Primo's friends thought the happy
little romance was at an end and
they were not prepared for the announcement of the wedding yesterThose Las Vegas people who
day.
became acquainted with Mr. and Mrs.
Hutson during the time they were
here entertain the warmest regard
for them. They, made many friends
here who will wish them happiness.
ENGLISH

THE BEST SILVER POLISH MADE.

YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
York,
Jan 19. Standard
figured more prominently in

was laid on the movements of the specialties which had been the center of
interest most of the week. The tone
of the market was firm.
Trading showed more life after 11
o'clock. Brisk demand strengthened
the Hill stock and Northern Pacific
and Great Northerln preferred imThe other leaders made
proved
large fractional advances and there
were some notable gains in the tobacco stocks. Bonds were strong.
Railroad stocks forged to the front
again in a decisive manner. Renewed buying of the Hill group this afternoon revived interest in the western
railroad Issues, for which there was a
lyargely Increased demand. Great
Northern preferred rose
Northern
Pacific 2 and Union Pacific, St. Paul
New York Central, Reading and Baltimore and Ohio 1. LIgget and Myers
touched 183, compared with 168,
yesterday's close. The market closed
strong.
Speculation became more diversified, with an active absorption of all
the high cjass dividend paying railroad stocks. The closng sales were:
65
Amalgamated Copper
American Beet Sugar
.115
106
Atchison
Great Northern
129
New York Central
..108
Northern Pacific
118
156
Reading
v
110
Southern Pacific
168
Union Pacifle
67
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd
Ill

R.OBER.T J. TAUPERT,

1.

Do You Still Need a

Heating Stove?
If So, You Can Buy One

710

at a Greatly

REDUCED PRICE
AT THE

GEHRIG HARDWARE CO.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
of
Chicago, Jan. 19. A , forecast
larger world shipments other than

49.

OPTICIAN

AND

JEWELER

2,

from America had a depressing effect
today on wheat. At the outset, however, the market here was firm as a
result partly Of reports that Pacific
coast wheat was In good demand at
Liverpool.
Opening prices were un??)
changed to
higher, May started at 100 to 100, a gain of a shade
to
cents, but declined to 99.
The close was steady with May 100,
.
a gain of
Generally favorable weather made
corn easy. May opened
cents lower to 14 cents higher, 66 to 66 and
.
descended to 65
The close was
cents for May, unsteady at 66
changed.
Fair sailing of oats carried that cereal down. May started a sixteenth
to
off to a similar advance at 49
49
cents and sagged to
Provisions were weak. First sales
cents lowwere unchanged to
for pork;
er. May was at $16.25
for lard and $8. 8a for ribs.
$9.47
Last quotations for the day were as

Large Size $1.00

Small Size 25c

516'516 Douglas Are.

TRY AN AD. IN THL

OPTIC'S
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COLUMNS
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bulls
stockers and feeders $46;
Hogs, receipts 27,000. Market steady
$3.505.50; calves $4.508.50; Lights $5.806.25; mixed $5.95
western heavy $66.40; rough $66.15; pigs
western steers $4.757;
cows $35.
$4.605.70; bulk of sales $6.20
Hogs, receipts 15,000. Market stea- 6.30.
Market
Sheep,
heavy
receipts 14,000.
dy. Bulk of sales $66.55;
Native
western
weak.
butchers
and
$3.254.70;
packers
$6.306.40;
$6.106.35; lights $5.806; pigs $3.604.75; yearlings $4.905.85;
lambs, native $4.506.80; western
$4.505.50.
Sheep, receipts 4,000. Market 30 to $56.85.
50 cents lower than Wednesday. MutST. LOUIS WOOL
tons $3.254.50; lambs $56.50;
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 19. Wool stea$3.50
fed wethers and yearlings
dy. Territory and western mediums
5.50; fed ewes $2.505.
1618; fine mediums 1517; fine 10

ROJAS IS TRIUMPHANT.
follows:
Buenos Ayres, Jan. 19. Telegrams
"When photography was first
d
Wheat, May 100; July 94.
from Asuncion, Paraguay, confirm the
it was seriously considered
Corn, May 66; July
DAVIS IS NOMINATED.
report that the supporters of Presiwhether pictures thus created could
Oats, May 49; July 45.
19.
President
Jan.
Washington,
dent Rojas have recaptured the city.
Pork, January $15.60.
properly be introduced in evidence. Taft last night announced that he
After desperate street fighting the
But this method of proof, as well as would send to the senate the nominaLard, January $9.10I2.
revolutionaries fled. The casualties
means
of
microRibs, January $8.47.
the
and
by
tions of William H. Pope to be United
totaled 200 killed and wounded.
scope, is now admitted without ques- States judge and Stephen B Davis
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
tion. We are disposed to hold from to be United States district attorney
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK.
Kansas City, Jan. 19. Cattle, re-the evidence o the four witnesses for New Mexico. The nominations
Jan. 19. Cattle, receipts
Chicago,
NEW YORK MONEY
who testified and from the writings were signed tonight and will go to the
receipts 2,000, including 100 south- 4,500. Market steady. Beeves $4.85
NEW YORK COTTON
New York, Jan. 19. Silver 56. erns. Market steady. Native steers
we have referred to on this subject senate rvnen that body convenes
New York, Jan. 19. Cotton spot
8.50; Texas steers $4.505.90;
'A; prime paper
Mexican $5.508.25; southern steers $4.75
that there is scientific basis for the Monday. The nominations of Messrs.
western steers $4. 80(g) 7. 25; stockers closed quiet 5 points higher. Mid47 cents.
dollars
6.30; southern cows and heifers $3
of
indenttficaton,
system
fingerprint
Pope and Davis have already been
and feeders $3.756; cows and heif- dling uplands 9.55; middling gulf '9.80.
5; native cows and heifers $36.50;
and that the courts are justified in sent to the senate, but were withSales 1,300 bales.
ers $2.256.75; calves $6.509.75.
admitting thjis class of evidence; that drawn because of some opposition
this method of identification is in which developed to the appointment
A Slope Traveled.
such a general and common use that of Judge Pope.
One of the broad slopes of Mont
Glnguez, France, Is reported to have
the courts can not refuse to take
become detached from its foundajudicial cognizance of it. Such eviENGLISH MILLS REOPENED
tions, and to have moved over a disnot
be
or
dence may
may
independent
Jan. 19. The die
NEW YORK METAL
tance of nearly a quarter of a mile,
Manchester,
Eng.,
strength, but it Is admissible, with pute in the cotton trade which cul
New York, Jan. 19 Sirved 56; carrying with it the soil, meadows
out
to
make
other proof, as tending
minated In a lockout affecting about Copper 14.0014.15r Tin 42.7042.88; and woods, and covering up in Its
ssssasjjjsssssssssssssjMsaj
a case. If Inferences as to the iden- 300,000 men on December 27 has been
passage roads and bridges that stood
Iad 4.404.50.
A chestnut grove has
on the voice,
in
OHBBHBIHBBSnHnBillMMH
based
the
way.
of
persons
tity
settled. The .queston at issue between
traveled five hundred feet without
the apeparance, or a?e are admissible employers and workers was the emST. LOUIS SPELTER
suffering any apparent damage, but
why does not this record justify the ployment of
labor. All the
St. Loujs, Mo., Jan. 19. Lead firm many small lakes have been formed
testithis
finger print
admission of
on Monday.
mills will be
by the damming of the waters. Sci4.374.40; Spelter firm 6.55.
mony under common law rules of
entific American.
evidence?"
Visitors at the inauguration in San
The defendant in this case was con- ta Fe noticed on display in a hotel
All In One Second.
f
victed entirely on finger print evidence there seven unique specimens of InThe way of writing modern romances. Albert rode with the speed
and the supreme court's position will dian handiwork, being seven Chimayo
of an arrow to the garden, sprang like
cuse him to be hanged next month blankets woven to the order of J. D.
the
wind from his steed,, climbed like
known
well
unless the governor Intervenes.
Hand of Los Alamos, the
over the hedge, writhed like
squirrel
The court's decision will probably democrat, who will present them to
a snake through the palings, flew like
of
himself.
seven eminent men including
cleajr the way for the conviction
a hawk to the arbor, crept up to her
othisr men of crimes by means of fin These products of the loom, done
all unseen, threw himself passionately
are
occasionalof
Santa
Fe,
at her feet, swore frantically that he
north
which,
In
evidence
a
j
pueblo
ger print
would shoot himself; was, however.
can quite remaWle in pattern. Includly, s about all the evidence that
Immediately heard, seated himself In
an
is
to
on
call
each
eye,
serve
also
eVdnured.
will
In
It
the
ed
design
b
blessed delight at her side, sank on
ai
out
with
more
worked
an American flag
atteVntron to the fast that the
her bosom, swam in a sea of bliss all
the stars and stripes, a reproduction
'
cane must, w
uj iuih.o
this was the work of a second!
assurthe lmtnedate
of the blue ballot, which is quite
scrutinising
and
various swastikas
dings for evidence ofthiscarac- tonishing,
rrom Two Points of View.
the name of the
In those cases of murder where other trimmings,
The
king, who was in attendance
the
of
name
giver
the
e is some doubt as to the Identity recipient and
at the cat show, was looking at the
"D,"
a
white
red
a
with
"J,"
expressed
prize cat
and a bine "hand." These are to be
"He shows the result of careful
presented to Messrs. Henry D. Flood,
breeding," commented his majesty.
Bryan, Champ
William Jennings
The cat, in pursuance of the ancient
SIXTH CAVALRY RETURNS.
Owen, Mr. Reed ane
Tie
prerogative, was looking at the king.
Moines. Ia., Jan. 19. The Sixth Clark, Senator
"His pedigree is twice as long as
another- - one, Mr. Hand to retain himcavalry stationed at Fort Des Moines
reflected the cat, "but he must
occurrence.
mine,"
of
the
memento
after an absence of nine months, re- self as a
be of a common sort of strain. He
lot
a
now
are
occupying
blankets
The
turned from the Mexican border early
Dave Braham In his original role of doesn't look-- half as majestic as a
valuable space in the Murphey
touay. The 3ixth is under command oi
"Push" Miller, In "Checkers,"
""""
M. O Connor.
rfrug MOre'
ColonsJ-'Charleintro-"duce-

non-unio- n

6566.

34;
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Last Day of (tyr Great

PRE INVENTORY SALE

Last Opportunity To Secure Cost
Prices on Goods all Over The House

SIFF

the

EVERYTHING

Store of Quality"

HAhMHs

E. Las Vegas
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s
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Dr. an Mrs, W. T. Brown came in
this aftsfhoo n from their home at ua
Vaimon Ranch sanatorium.
Dr. A.I E. North wood came in this
M
arieruuuK on train No. 1 from hit
in
home
Jft agon Mound on business.
Ai
tonio Lucero and daughter,
Mrs.
Aurora, mt urned from Santa Fe after
spendlnK Jbe week In the Capital City.
John Hg h, after spending several
days in Las Vegas, returned to his
ranch near Wagon Mound last night.
Williaia. H. Comstock, dry farmer
and landsman, will leave tomorrow
afternoon V)n a short business trip to
Newton aad other points in Kansas.
Mrs. Tipton, mother of Dr. W. R.
Tipton, arf'ved this afternoon from
her home in Watrous and will spend
a short tlie in La Vegas visiting
her son.
Carson arrived last
Mrs. Annfe.
night from her home in Albuquerque
for a short- visit in Tas Vegas with
Mrs. Carson resided in Las
friends.
Vegas several years ago.
W. P. Matchete, Santa Fe division
freight agent, was in Las Vegas yes-terday on business. He came in on
the demonstration train yesterday af
ternoon from Raton.
Attorney J6hn D. W. Veeder return
ed last nj'ght from Santa Fe. Mr.
Veeder was one of the Las Veas delegation in the Capital City on the
occasion of the inauguration of the
first state officers.
Thomas Johnsen, of the firm of J.
C. Johnsen and
Son,
undertakers,
who went to Wagon Mound yesterday to care for the body of John
of the Buster
Leon, representative'
Brown Hosiery company, who died
of penumonia there yesterday morning, returned to Las Vegas this afternoon on train No. 1.

STARVED

J!

IP

PERSONALS

iscriptionist

llf

Carl Zimmerman came in but night
from his home in Levy on business.
Prank Springer returned last night
from a short business trip to Colfax
county.
Joe L. Matt came in last night from
his home at Tres Il:rmanos ana was
in Las Vegas today.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Hand returned
yesterday morning from Santa Fe.
They were in the Capital City to at
tend the state inauguration Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Tuhli of Watrous
came in last night from their home.
Mrs. Tuhli entered the Becker sanatorium and underwent an operation
this morning.
O. O. Ament arrived yesterday afternoon from his home in Galesburg,
III., and will be in i.as Vegas a short
time visiting his brother, Joe Ament,
one of the proprietors of the Las
Vegas Steam laundry.
Rev. Father A. Rabeyrolle, of the
Church of the Immaculate Conception
of East Las Vegas, and Rev. P. Plan-tarof Chaperito went to Santa Fe
Wednesday night and were visitors in
the Capital City yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Stipes, of
Champaign, 111., after a short visit
with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stephentor the Grand
son, left yesterday
Canyon and California. Mr. Stipes
is a cousin of Mr. Stephenson, the
popular Santa Fe conductor.
Mrs. Jules Daniels arrived this
morning on the California Limited
from the east arid will be in Ias Ve- gas several days visiting friends. Mrs.
Daniels was formerly a resident of
' Las Vesas and is on ner return to
her present home in Los Angeles.
Mr. ana Mrs. uscar u. Williams are
expected to arrive tomorrow flroni
their home in Omaha, Neb., and will
be in Las Vegas several days visitMrs. Williams was a
ing friends.
resident of Las Vegas several years
ago. Her name at that lime was Mrs.

who does the
the meaeuring

who knows how
why the man on
everything depends.
onsibUity is never
tit of for a moment
iption filling. Every
our
ription leaving
faultless from any
ndnoint that vou mv
e. You may feel safe
hd sure if we fill your
prescription.
w

WINTERS DRUG CO.
Phone Main

;

Exceptional Values in
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
These Garments were Selected
From au Immense L me of samples, and Combine Service and
Daintiness.
Drawers, Skirts, Gowns, Cor

set Covers and Conbination
Suits.

25c
35c
50c

Value
Value
Value
Value
Valne
Value
Value
Value
Value

75c

1.15
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.25
HOFFMAN

19c

at
at
at

25c
39c
49c

at
at

79c

at

89c
98c
1.29
1.69

at

at
at

I

AND GRAUBARTH

PHONE MAIN 104

J

tween a trolley car and the wagon
In which 31 city jail prisoners were
beting taken to the quarries for their
Gise.
J. A. Conley," Santa Fe master me- day's work. Officer Michael Powers
chanic with headquarters in Raton, received injuries which may result
arrived last night from Albuquerque fatally, while several of the prisoners
and wtas in Las Vegas today. Mr. were badly hurt. None escaped.
Conley, accompanied W. P. Buck,
Santa Fe superintendent of motive
power, on his trip of inspection TURKS AND ARABS SHOW
through Las Vegas several days and
is on his return trip to the Gate

City.
Mr. and Mrs. J. van Houten of Ra-

$1500
ton, arrived last night from
PART CASH, BALANCE ON TIME
querque and will spend several
will buy a good two story frame in Las
Vegas visiting Mrs. van
house, 7 rooms and bath, corner lot, ten's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chris
sidewalks in on both streets, excelMr. and Mrs. von Houten

lent location: easily worth $2,000
Better hurry if you want to take
advantage of this bargain.
Investment and Agency Corporation, Phone Main 40.

STOCKHOLDERS' MEETING.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Agua Pura company oi
Las Vegas will be held in the offloe
of the company at Las Vegas, N. M ,
at 3 o'clock p. m., Monday, January
22, 1912, for the election of directors
and for the transaction of any other
business that may come before the
meeting.
P. H. PIERCE,
Secretory.
January 2, 1012.
When buying a cough medicine for
-hfldren bear in mind that Chamber-n'- s
Cough Remedy Is most effectual
fnr colds, croup and whoplng cough
that it contains no harmful drug,
''or sale by all druggists.

ITALIANS GOOD TIME

Albu-

WERE MAKING
TRIPOLI WHEN

days TROOPS
Hou- Wie-gand-

.

were
visitors in Santa Fe at the time of the
Inauguration of the iirst 'state officers
and went from the Capital City to Albuquerque Wednesday.
H. B. Hubbard, proprietor of the
Meridian restaurant, left last night
for Albuquerque. Mr. Hubbard expects to purchase on Overland touring car from the headquarters In Albuquerque through William Whalen,
the local agent, and will drive to Lag
Vegas in the new machine.- Elmer
Fowler of the Whalen garage went to
Albuquerque this afternoon. He wil!
represent Mr. Whalen In the deal and
will return to Las Vegas with Mr.
Hubbard.
-

Mrs. L. P. Wright has opened her

store at 509 Sixth street in the old
stand and will carry a full line of
Mexican curios, kodak supplies and
ladies' tailor made hats.
Millinery
opening as soon as goods arrive.

FROM

DENLY

TRIP
SUD-

ATTACKED

Tripoli, Jan. 19. A terrific attack
was made yesterday by a large body
of Turks and Arabs on an Italian column which was on the march about
ten miles from the town of Tripoli.
The Italian troops which consisted of
detachments of all arms, left Tripoli
early in the morning on the way to
Ghirgarish, a small oasis situated
about ten or 11 miles along the coast
to the west of the town and surrounded by a number of mud forts which
hitherto had given shelter to Arab

19,

1912.

GIRL TO DEATH

"THE AMERICAN GIRL"

Seattle, Jan. 19. How Miss Claire
Williamson, a wealthy English woman starved to death under the immediate care of Mrs. Linda Burfleld
Hanard, a sanitarium keeper, who it
is alleged wanted her money, and
hov Dorothea Williamson, sister of
the dead woman was rescued, a dellr-ioCliving skeleton, by the nurse of
ner childhood, was recounted to a
jury here by Prosecutor Prank H. Kelly of Tacoma. Mrs. Hazzard Is on
trial for murder Her husband, said
to be a West Point graduate, was the
only prospective witness Rllowed to
remain in the court room.
The state according to Prosecutor
Kelly's speech, expects to show that
the two sisters, who often experimented with cures for various things, put
themselves in Mrs. Hazzard's care
last February. By April the state will
seek to show, Claire was subject to
fainting spells, Dorothea was del'riuus
andIrs. Hazzard who had discovered
affluence had
their comparative
carta into charge of all their finances.
In April, according to the state's evidence, the starv'ng sisters were retaken to Ollalla, where, it is asserted,
frs. Hazzard induced Claire to add a
codicil to her will endowing the Hazzard sanitarium wth $1 2!V annualy and
obtaned an order upon banks holding
funds belonging to the Williamson
sisters.
Claire died May 19, literally reduced
to skin and bones.
No notification
was sent to relatves, but a family
nurse In Australia, hearing of Claire's
death, hurried to Ollalla and foun;i
Dorothea a living spectre. Mrs. Hazzard, asserting that the girl was insane, already had applied to be ap
ointed a guardian for Dorothea and
,'idministrator of Claire's estate.

TO REIGN TONIGHT
PRETTY

BE
OPERETTA WILL
GREETED BY A LARGE CROWD
AT THE DUNCAN

8

j

j

1

CAR UPSET POLICE WAGON.
Oakland, Cal., Jan. 19. Four police
officers and six prisoners were seriously injured today in a collision be-

JANUARY

i

NEW

STYLES

Practically all of the seats for the
performance of "The; American Girl"
at the Duncan opera house tonigltt
have f,een sold. It is gratifying to the
directress, Mrs. Charles Kohn, and the
members of the High School Girls'
Glee club, who will stage the pretty
little operetta, to know that they will
be greeted by a large audience. Performers, whether professional or amateur, are always able to do themselves
greater justice when playing for a
For this reason tne
large audience.
joung singers and actors in the ra. t
of "The American Girl" are expected
ed to establish a new record in amateur theatricals in Las Vegas.
The operetta is in two acts. Both
ere beautifully staged. The dress rehearsals have progressed in such a
satisfactory manner that the directress is confident her pupils will score
a big success.
The augmented orchestra which will furnish the music
is made up of some of the leading
musicians of he city. It has arrang
ed a delinbit t! program to be given
before thr urtain rises and between
the act? While nearly all the seats
on the lower floor of tha Duncan
opera 'vmse have been sold there are
etlljl tome desirable locations unsold
in the gallery. Those who have not
secured seats would do well to telephone to Murphey's or Schaefer's drug
store early this evening.
BREAKS THE
MOST SEVERE

SURELY

FOR OLD

The latest shapes and fashions in
hats, styles new and
large
and small, trimmed and untrimmed.
Hats that make the old look young
and the young attractive millinery
that sets off the crowning charm of
feminnity and gives the wearer aD
individuality that becomes a person
All this and more is real
al asset.
ized b the patrons of Mrs. Wallis,
milliner, on Sixth street.

COLD

Out they come! Light
as a feather delicious,
appetizing biscuits,
cakes, muffins and hundreds of other inviting
dishes everything just
right. With K C Baking
Powder the results are
sure and certain.
There is no guess-worYou Know beforehand
the family will be pleased
with your efforts. For
when you use
k.

KG

BAKING
POWDER

troubles disappear like magic and what was
formerly a day of doubt is now one of pleasure. K C Baking
Powder safeguards the health of your family by insuring
light, digestible food. And the price is right 25 ounces
for 25 cents.
bake-da-

y

Send for the K C Coot's Book

ifs FREE.

K C Cook's Book, containing 90 tested, easily-mad- e
recipes,
sent
upon receipt of the colored certificate packed in 25-cecans. Send it today.
The

free

nt

Jaquea

22

Mfg. Co., Chicago

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE
Wednesday January 24th.

e,

Also Ends all Misery From the Grippe
in

Just a Few Hours

severe cold will be
The most
broken, and1 all grippe misery ended
after taking a dose of Pane's Cold
Compound
every two hours until
three consecutive doses are taken.
You will distinctly feel all the dis
agreeable symptoms leaving after the
very first dose.
The most miserable headache, dullCRUEL MAN
ness, head and nose stuffed up,
sneezing, running of the nose
sore throat, mucous catarrhal discharges, soreness, stiffness, rheumatism pains and other distress vanishes.
Pane's Cold Compound Is the result
of three year's research at a cost of
more than fifty thousand dollars, and
contains no quinine, which we have
conclusively demonstrated is not effective in the treatment of colds or
grippe.
Take this harmless Compound as
directed, with the knowledge that
there Is no other medicine made anywhere else in the world, which vi'l
cure your cold or end grippe misery
as promptly and without any other
assistance or bad after-effectas a
package of Pape's Cold
She Before you go, haven't you a
which any druggist in the
word to say in praise of the little world can
supply.
lunch I prepared for you with my own
hands?
Everybody reads The Optic.
He Why er yes. The .upurnben
were excellent.
--

fever-lshnes-

s

25-ce-

Horn-poun-

soldiers were
Suddenly as the
marching along the road, which runs
parallel to the coast, they were attacked by a large force of Turks and
Arabs. The Italians Immediately took
up a position and threw up field enKING REACHES SUEZ.
trenchments.
The enemy continued
Suez, Jan. 19. King George and
its attacks throughout the day but finally retired. Details of the losses Queen Mary arrived here today on
board the steamer Medina on their rehave not been reported.
turn journey to England from India.

CHEER UP!

AT LAST WE ARE TO HAVE AN

OPPORTUNITY

TO SEE THE

KIRKE LaSHELLE PRODUCTION
Of Henry Blossom's Great Racing Play

CHECKERS
With Practically The Original Cast

INCLUDING
DAVE BRAHAM

"PUSH" MILLER

THIS IS THE ONLY COMPANY THAT HAS EVER PRESENTED THIS METROPOLITAN OFFERING, HAVING PLAYED
TWENTY DIFFERENT ENGAGEMENTS IN NEW YORK
CITY, WHERE IT WILL RETURN THIS SEASON FOR A
RUN OF SK WEEKS.

THE PLAY'S ACTION ABSORBS YOU
ITS SPIRITS ENTRANCES
ITS CLIMAXES ELECTRIFY
NO ONE SHOULD MISS SEEING IT

PRICES $1.50, $1.00. 75c

EVERYBODY

Reads the Optic
Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00
C3
J.

M. CUNNINGHAM, President
rKANK SPRIINUEK Vice President

first cooked, then toasted

HUMP?a-

-

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Post Toasties

A SMALL BEGINNING
is eagerly watched by the whole family because

everybody knows that from small beginnings
great achievements have arisen.

with Cream

A

ready-cooke-

direct from me pocugc

Cashier.

to an

appetizing brown.

dishes imaginable.
One of the most delicious
and
pretty sure to please.
Convenient, economical
food to be served
d

D. T. HOSKINS,

LAS VEGAS

-

Thin bite of choice white com,

CS

START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT

H7m

i

and you will be agreeably surprised at the pro
gress you made toward the big figures. With a
bank book in one handjyou can grasp an
with the other,

iBOB

op-tuni- ty

"The

Memory

Lingers"

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

sold by Grocers
Post Toasties are
Made by

Pottum CeW Co, Ud,

B- -fc

CtMchig.

-- s

:

Robert Cavanaugh as "Checker.."

a
!

r
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JEMEZ FOREST IS

Two Neat Costumes

POSSESSED OF

19, 1012.

Betray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described eatray animal was taken up by
M. G. Keenan, Springer, N. M., Dec. 7,

THE LOBBY

T5he

RESTAURANT AND CAFi

tunit order

Optic

THE BEST GOODS

AND REGULAR

OBTAINABLE

One bay horse,
old. 800 lbs.. 13 hands.

VAST WEALTH

7

or

8

years

CHAPMAN

-

A

COLUMN

M
eecond
NO. 2, A. F. A B. P. O. ELKS Meets
of
evening
Tuesday
fourth
com
A. M. Regular
Vleitfc
month at O. R- C. halL
munication first and
G
Invited.
are
cordially
brothers

LODGE

-

third Thursday in each
month. Visiting brothers cordially invited.

Je-me- z

Herman W. M.;
Secretary.

To-wi- t:

Kl

O.

D. R. Murray,

COUNCH-NKMGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
Meets second and four
804.
Thursday In O. R- - C. hall. Plonew
LAS VEGAS COMMA NDERY. NO. 2,
building. Visiting members are
Reg
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
G. K:
dially invited. W. R. Tipton,
ular conclave second Tues
S.
E. P. Mackrl, F.
day In each month at Ma
u.
o.
m.
sonic Temple at 7:30 p.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
Boucher, S. C; Chas. Tamme. Re
Meet in the forest of brotterlf
corder.
love at Woodmen of the Worn"
FT.
hall, on the second and fourth
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
8 p m. C. Cls
at
month
of
each
day
ARCH Mfi80N8 Regular convoca
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Vlai.
tion first Monday in each
ing neighbors are especially
month at Masonic Temand cordially invited.
m. M. R.

r

ple,

at

7:30 p.

Williams. H P.; P.
Brlnegar, Secretary.

SERGE

ments.
The smart little coat is cut with a
deep point on each front that wraps
over below bust; the right side Is fastened over by press studs, and It Is
ornamented to match skirt. The collar and cuffs are partly faced with
black satin.
Hat of Tagel to match the costume,
and trimmed with black ostrich feathers.
Materials required for costume: 5
yards 46 Inches wide, 6 ornaments, 3

yard satii

under-sleeve-

s

1

and

Up-to-da-

te

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
603 LINCOLN

$1,050

For Rent

To-wi- t:

1

one-fourt- h

'uk

.

To-wi- t:

TAILOR FOR MEN
Stylish

DENTISTS.

Miscellaneous

CHAS. LEWIS
Everything Made at Home.

A.

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

:

4

D. w.
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler;
Condon, Secretary.

cents for cattle, and 45 cents for days after last appearance of this ad
Dentist
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and third Fridays in Suit 4, Crockett Building. Has phon
horses. The house committee on ag- vertisement said estray will be sold
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen.
riculture is at present considering a
at office and residence.
by this Board for the benefit of the
FOR RENT Two unfurnished rooms,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
general raise of grazing fees, so the owner when found.
408 Washington.
rates for (he coming year have not
It Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
ATTORNEYS
been announced.
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 120
N. M.
Albuquerque,
avenue.
Grand
timber
of
FOR
RENT
the
Five room modern
Preliminary estimates
1st pub. Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912.
HUNKER & HUNKER
brick cottage. Inquire 519 Washresources of the forest place the
Chester A. Hunker
Geo. H. Hunker
at
amount of commercial timber
ington avenue.
Estray Advertisement
at Law.
NO.
LODGE
1,
DORADO
EL
Attorneys
feet B. M. Basing the
Nouce la hereby given to whom it
New Mexiee.
PYT H I A 8 Meets Las Vegas,
KNIGHTS
OF
anRENT--Nicely
amount which may be safely cut
furnished room
may concern that the following de- FOR
eve
Monday
every
620 Twelfth street.
nually on a 100 year rotation the for- scribed eatray animal was taken up by
ning in Castle Hall
est is capable of producing a sus- J. H. Honey, Grenville, N. M., Jan. S
PHYSICIANS!
Knights are
Visiting
feet.
of
12,000,000
run. nc.Mi jvioaern lurnishea rms
tained annual yield
1912.
Invited
cordially
H. W. HOUF, D. O., M. D.
for light housekeeping. Apply 10 1)
The timber for the most part is, beOne brown mare, 15 years
Chas.
E. Liebsoh-nler- ,
cause of inadequate road facilities, old, 750 lbs.,
Fifth street.
Physician and Surgeon
Cha n c e 1 o r
I treat all kinds of diseases,
accessible only for strictly local debut
-Branded
r
Commander. Harry
FOR RENT To the right party, 16O
mand. However, sales 1 the amount
make a specialty of eye, ear, nose and
On right thigh
Martin, Keeper of
acre ranch with improvements
of 14,000,000 feet have been made
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
-Branded
Records and Seal.
1030 Fifth street
within the past year from that portion
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
Apply
On right shoulder
L
of the forest on tne east slope of the
342.
Vegas
Said animal being unknown to this FOR RENT
mountain lying southwest of Espan-ola- .
506
Fine suite of furnished
Office:
Grand Avenue.
NO.
BROTHERHOOD
of this amount, Board, unless claimed by owner on or
About
705 Sixth Street
rooms, electric lights FRATERNAL
Residence:
102 MeeU every Monday night at
will be hewn Into ties to supply the before Feb. 2, 1912, said date being 10
rath, etc. Excellent location. 918
adafter
last
of
O.
days
this
appearance
R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
the
&
Rio
Grande railroad,
Denver
Kifrhth street
o'clock.
Visiting members are
balance being manufactured Into lum- vertisement said estray will be sold
LOCAL TIME CARD
cordially welcome. E. E. Gehring,
For Rent Three roomed house fur
ber and loaded at Buckman for the by this Board for the benefit of the
owner
when found.
nished. Water in the house. Add! president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
general market. Three smaller mills
EA8T BOUND
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
9:0 Gallinas.
are operating In the western portion
Arrive
Depart
Albuquerque, N. M
of the forest, supplying exclusive lo
9:15 p. m
No. 2
9:10 p. m.
cal demands of the settlers in the for 1st pub. Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912.
kbin j uooa rurnisned rooms J. E. R03ENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
11:10 p. m- No. 1.. .11:06 p m.
close in. Apply 725 Sixth street
est It Is only by the construction of
I. O. of B B.
Meets every first No. 8. . 1:18 a. m
1:25 a. m
Advertisement
Estray
railroads that the bulk of the timber
In the vestry No. 10. . 1:45 p. m
month
of
the
2:10 p.
Tuesday
Notice is hereby given to whom it
will be made available. This condi
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
deconcern
the
that
may
following
tion is common to most of the nao'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
WE8T BOUND
scribed estray animal was taken up by
tional forests of the country.
Isaac Appel, No. 1
cord'Uy invited
SNEEZING moping fowls have roup.
1:20 p. m
Nov.
1:45 p. m.
J.
N.
W.
M.,
Collier,
Estancla,
Timber Is supplied free to settlers
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec No. 3
Cure them quickly with Conkey'
6:10 a. m
6:15 p. m.
22, 1911.
to
for
the
living within and adjacent
retary.
No. 7
4:50 p. m
One small red cow, 6 or 7
4:40 p. m
rtpup nemeay. uet it on a money
est for fuel and constructive purposes.
9
back"
m
No.
old.
6:35
7:00
H.
J.
at
Stearns'
guarantee
years
p.
p. m
The value of timber taken annually
Branded
i
RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
from this forest In this way amounts
L V CACKLE: CACKLE: CACKLE Yes
On left hip
Meet in Fraternal Brotherhood
to approximately ?25,000.
the hens are all cackling when fed hall. A. M.
Honey and Tar Compound
to
this
animal
unknown
Said
being
of
act
of
the
Adler, Sachem; David IsFoley's
Since the passage
a reliable family medicine. Give
Tonic.
It
Conkey's
the
Laying
brings
or
on
owner
claimed
unless
Board,
by
Flint chiof of records and collector it to your children, and take it yourJune 11, 1906, which provided for the
eggs. For sale by J. H. Stearns.
of wampum.
self when you feel a cold coming on.
restoration to entry of lands within before Feb. 2, 1912, said date being 10
Visiting brother
adIt checks and cures coughs and colds
welcome.
the national forests found to be days after last appearance of this
and croup and prevents
bronchitis
said estray will be sold
chiefly valuable for agriculture, about vertisement,
and penumonia. O. G. Schaefer and
have been by this Board for the benefit of the
300 homestead entries
Red Cross Drug Co.
I. O. O. F., LA8 VEGAS LODGE NO.
made. These tracts are situated for owner when found
WANTED
Position
by
experienced
1.
at
Meets every Monday evening
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
the most part along narrow! valleys,
bookkeeper and typist. First class
their hail on Sixth street. All visitAlbuquerque, N. M.
Do no allow your kidney and bladThey vary In size from 20 to 160
in every respect. Address Eva
ing brethren cordially invited to at- der trouble to develop beyond the
acres. Many of them are suitable 1st pub. Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912.
Nicholson, East Las Vegas.
tend. J . D. Frldenstine, N. G.; reach of medicine. Take Foley Kidfor growing only the hardier cereals
Advertisement
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, ney Pills. They give quick results
Estray
are
uninhabitable
and
and root crops,
and stop irregularities with surpristo
whom
it
Notice
is
hereby given
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; ing promptness.
In winter because of deep snow,
O. G. Schaefer and
deC. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Red Cross Drug Co.
which effectively closes all mountain may concern that the following
SALE One red horse to highroads. Ninety per cent of the home- scribed estray animal wae takes up by FOR
M.
est
W.
H.
N.
bidder at City Hall Saturday at
Hachita,
Chaney,
native
the
stead entries are made by
10 o'clock.
One mare and colt, 10 or
of
tne
region.
people
The supervisor's office at Santa Pe 12 years, 600 lbs., 14 hands.
S1AXJ3
A property, a bargain
Branded
Is connected with the forest by about
KB PUR
to
healthseeker.
On
left
Address Box 244
which
hip
125 miles of telephone line, by
East Las Vegas.
Said animal being unknown to this
eleven ranger stations, ranches ana
settlements within the forest are con- Board, unless claimed by owner on or
nected. It is proposed to extend this before Feb. 2, 1912, sal date being 10
HOW'S THIS?
system to include all occupied ran- days after last appearance of this ad
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
ger stations, and to all important vertlsement said estray will be sold ward for any case of Catarrh that
settlements within or adjacent to the by this Board for the benefit of th cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
forest, thus expediting the transac- owner when found.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
PHONE MAIN 227
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
tion of forest business, and making
We, the undersigned, have known
M.
N.
F.
more
J.
15
the
prompt mustering
Albuquerque,
Cheney for the last
possible
years, and
Limited 1st pub. Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912 believe him perfectly honorable in all
of crews for fire fighting
business
transactions, and financially
use of these lines is allowed settlers,
able to carry out obligations made by
Estray Advertisement
restrictions being necessary to prenis firm.
Notice is hereby given to whom it NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
vent official business being crowded
may concern that the following deToledo, O.
from the line.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken in
scribed estray animal was taken up by
ternally, acting directly upon the
I. N. Shirley, Estancla, N. M., Dec. blood
and mucous surfaces of the sys1911.
tem. Testimonials sent free. Price
If you want to get the want you 27,
One bay mare pony, 500 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all
want to get you want to get your
13
hands.
lbs.,
want in a want getter. The Optic
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
Branded
wants you to get the want you want
pation.
H
On right hip
to get Try the ' Want Ads" and see.
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Read The Optic.
before Feb. 2, 1912, said date being 10
Classified ads. search out thepeople to whom
days after last appearance of this adamont all
of
those
who MIGHT BUY-- the
sold
will
said
be
vertisement
estray
particular thing-i-s worth most.
by this Board for the benefit of the
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someowner when found.
one
reads the ads. in this newspaper and would
who
COMPOUND
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
never
of
hear
your
property unless it were advertised here.
Albuquerque, N. M.
For over three decades a favorite
household medicine for COUGHS, 1st pub. Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912.
Others, who read and
35

for facings.
A simple girlish dress is the other
in iris mauve cashmere. The sklr
is trimmed with a band of broche sill
of the same color, which being sewi
on only at the upper edge, simulate:
a tunic.
The Magyar bodice is made of tht
broche in the lower part, the collai
and
being of the same
Fringed ends of broche hang down a!
left aide, in effective ornament, from
the waist band
Hat of iris mauve chip, trimmer
with a wreath of white clematis.
Materials required for the dress
yarc
4V4yards 4C inches wide,
broche 22 inches wide

DIRECTORY

AND BUSINESS

SOCIETY

WANT

Branded

K
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
TIMBER RESOURCES ALMOST IN- Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 2, 1912, said date being 10
EXHAUSTIBLE UNUER
days after last appearance of this adCARE.
vertisement said eetray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of th
Few people realize that in the
tATEft FOR CLASSIFIED
ADVER
National forest ig found onei of owner when found.
TI8EMENTS
CATTLE
SANITARY
BOARD,
the richest grazing and limbered secFiv cento per line each insertion
Albuquerque, N. II.
tions of the southwest. The forest
six ordinary words to a
.timet
1st
Jen.
1912.
last
Jan
12,
pub.
23,
pub.
proper embrace! an area of S89.0OO
ine. No ad to occupy leas space than
Is
loacres. Within its boundaries
wo lines. Ali advertisements charg-- S
Estray Advertisement
cated the Baca Location No. Grant,
will be booked at space actually
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
and adjoining it are the Canyon de
et.
without regard to number of
San Diego, the Polvadera, the Juan may concern that the following deCash In advance preferred.
scribed
was
animal
taken
eetray
up by
Jose Lobato, and the Raman Vigil
Grants, the timbered and mountain H. H. Lucero, Guam, N. M., Dec. 14,
portions of which increase the area 1911.
One bay horse, 7 years old,
of forest country by about 250,000
650 lbs., 14 hands.
acres.
Branded
The secretary of agriculture has
On right shoulder
authorized IJie grazing of 80,000 head
WM
of sheep and goats, and 8,200 head of
Branded
On left shoulder
cattle and horses within the forest
during the coming' year. The grazing
Said animal being unknown tc this
'okc'i Number, Mam 2.
fee for sheep and goats has been, dur- Board, unless claimed by owner on or
ing past years ten cents per head before Feb. 2, 1912, said date being 10

yards of silk for lining,

HANDLED

1911.
To-wi- t:

of any color migbt be made
the style shown in the
on the left. The skirt has a
deep pointed piece laid on at
each side, this is piped with black
satin, and trimmed with cord orna-

DINNER

ALWAYS

WILL DOLL BUILDING

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

Wanted

For Sale

To-wi- t:

Crystal Ice Co

gJ

Pure Ice

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile

&

Machine Shop
Wm. Whalen, Prop,

Prune Main 344.

ANT Ads
Are Best

To-wi-

-- RETAIL
IMO

lb, or

PRICES

More, Each Delivery

Ibe, Each Delivery
Ibe. Eeoh Delivery
(00
M Ibe. to 200 Ibe, Each Delivery
Lcm Then 00 Ibe Each Delivery
Ibe. lo t00
jm Ibe.
to 1,00

e per 1M Ibe.
tee per 100 Ibe.
too per 100 Ibe.
40e per 100 Ibe.
0e per 100 Ibe.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualites of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous

Office

701

Douglas Avenue.

Subscribe for The Optic

Market Finders

FOLEY'S

HONEY

and

TAR

COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING
COUGH, BRONCHITIS, HARD
Medicines mat aid nature are al
and STUFFY BREATHING. Take ways most effectual. Chamberlain's
at first sitfn of a cold. Quick, safe Cough Remedy acts on this plan. It
and reliable. The Bee Hive on the allays the cough, relieves the lungs
the secretions and aids natcarton is the mark of the genuine. opens
ure
in
restoring the system to a
Refuse sustitutes.
healthy condition. Thousands have
O. G. 8CHAEFER
testified to its superior excellence
Red Cross Drug Co.

Sold by all druggists.

ft

mm

M
vl

answer ads. in this newspaper,
want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books,
automobiles
used machinery and furniture, article of
usefulness of anv
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all
possible buyers, of
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of rtJ
best markets!

m
in i

ri
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located somewhere in tne downtown on
CADY TO HEAD GOLF BODY
FOR FALLING HAIR
County Clerk M. A. Ortiz of Santa
At present,
he commis- - Fe county, for the court records of
Chicago, Jan. 19. Delegates repre- You Cannot Lose When You Use This
won is doing Its work in the
secretary their respective counties, and re-o-f senting the many clubs affiliated with
Delicious
Remedy
Canned
state's offices in the capital
Iceived these Intact and without trou- - the Western Golf association are arWe promise you if your hair is fallas
Vegetables
' tle, as each county had
State Treasurer's Receipts.
already paid riving in Chicago to attend the aaso- - ing out, and you have not let it go
The Fresh
and
The following sums of money were for its share of the steel filing cases, jojation's
annual meeting tomorrow too far, you can prevent baldness and
received xesterday in the office of the
Froaa the
Preserved Fruits
The past season was the most pros- get a new growth of hair, if you will
Appointed.
Hudspeth
state treasurer, O. N. Marron: W. T.
n
associa-toof
Garden
in
Rexall
"93"
use
the
the
perous
Hair Tonic, with per
history
Governor McDonald today appoint
AND
Watson, treasurer of Lincoln county, eu
and
will
annual
reasonbe
and
a
the
for
or
u
a.
a
meeting
regularity,
sistency
nite uaks,
iu uuaspetn
$8,06.16; Cleofes Romero,
Canned
In the nature of a love feast to cele- able length of time.
superintendent of the state penitentiary, on member of the board of regents of brate
afof
Fruits
condition
the
a
is
It
New
the
Mexico
scientific,
satisfactory
cleansing, antisep
College of AgriculCOMMISSIONERS
account
The Orchard
JlLIZE EMBLEM LONG" Thomas ofP. convicts' earnings, $677.08; ture and Mechanic Arts. Mr. Huds- fairs and the bright outlook for the tic, germicidal preparation. It destroys
and
Gable, game and fish warwas a member of the constitu future. The business of the meeting microbes, stimulates good circulation
peth
Berries
USA BY NEW NEXICO.
den, on account of game protection
tional
convention.
He succeeds will Include the election of officers around the hair roots, and thus profunu. $32.
1
George Arnot of Albuquerque, re the. allotment of the annual champion- motes hair nourishment, removes
Notaries Public Appointed
iiuta M N. M., Jan. 19. Th
ship events and the consideration of dandruff and restores hair health. It
mr.
The following were yesterday com- signed.
'ion ton imlssion held a
several proposed amendments to ;he is as pleasant to use as pure water,
FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS
business missioned notaries
Return
Day Monday.
public by Govern
itieung jp8 terday afternoon, it chose
constitution
and
John D. and is delicately perfumed. It' is a
The return day for the writ of quo
or W. G. McDonald: Arturo Senecal,
U as messenger and nor- suc real toilet ntcessHy.
H
Las Vegas, San Miguel county; Cor- warranto Issued out of the state su- Cady of Rock Island is slated to
It Thi selection is an
ceed William Heyburn of Louisville S3
We want you to try Rexall "93
excellent on. nelius F.
on
court
O.
of
L. Owen
will be
Brands.
petition
HouHnan,
Duncan, Ariz., preme
wausef the experience of Orti,
Tonic with our promise that it)
Hair
The
association.
the
of
president
for Grant county; Thomas K. D. against George H. Van Stone, to have
tk offlos
of the territorial secretary,
will
cost
an
club
Denver
unless
are
you
is
you
nothing
applicant
Country
Maddison,
hi
Bernalillo the latter show by what right he for the amateur
and the perfectly satisfied with its use. It
Delighted With
loyty and integrity. The old county; JohnAlbuquerque,
championship
holds
the
comof
position
W.
corporation
Wilson, Albuquertutorial seal was adopted as a terwill comes in two sizes, prices 50c and
Idlewlld
club
of
Chicago
probably
que, Bernalillo county; Pitt Ross, Al- missioner, has been set for Monday,
nary seal of the commission, the
$1.00.
be awarded the open tournament.
Remember, you can obtain
Bernalillo county; L, E. January 22, 0 a. m. At the same time
U of arms to
in this community
be surorunded by the buquerque,
Rexall
Remedies
Otero the question of whether George W.
Tularosa,
ris of "State Corporation Commis- Lumbley, West
our
store
The Rexajll Store.
at
only
GET THE BEST
Armijo is entnltled t oa seat will be
si of New Mexico," in the outer county.
G. Murphey.
E.
When you pay for a thing you
considered, although the petition of
Supreme Court.
le.
The commission authorized
The state supreme court met this intervention has not yet been filed.
might as well get the best especially
:t superintendent of
GERMAN-MILLE- D
THAT'S SOME DRINK
insurance to con-dc- t forenoon and after
when it costs no more. The work
No Otner Appointments.
disposing of two
the business of the commission
famous Golden Wedding
Finch's
,1
motions adjourned until 10 o'clock
Although rumors were flying thick done by the Las Vegas Steam Laundry Rye Whisky has a quality all Its own.
rating to insurance matters until
is
been
This
in
has
best
the
the
Monday
to
22.
city.
and
Most
as
fast
moruins,
January
probable appointments
!? legislature
R'ch, old and mellow. Eight years
provides otherwise. of the cases that have come
up since by Governor McDonald, the governor proved through many years of service. of age, bottled in bond, full quarts
1e question of certification was
the new court liexan its sessions have has made no other appolntmenta ex- The Las Vegas Steam Laundry, Dougat $1.75. A pride to any sideboard,
whether documents would been reset on
account of the attor- cept that of Hudspeth. J. B. McManus las avenue.
bee to be
medicinal purposes it has no
for
signed by all the members neys being unable to
prepare their is being mentioned as slated for suo the
all standard
We handle
equal.
commission, or by the1 chair-n- arguments in so short a time. The
perintendent of the penitentiary. McHATS OFF
brands of liquors and wines. The
or by the secretary.
two cases which came up this morn- Manus is city clerk at Albuquerqu?
The Wallis millinery store on
Cafe and Lunch Room.
Appointed Stenographer.
ing were: No. 1379, TJ. S. Bateman, ap- Report also had it that the place of Sixth street has marked off the price Lobbyand
Benjamin.
Mrs. C. L. Castle ot Santa Fe, has
Firxer-Whit- er
J.
vs.
J. Gltz, appellant, mo- traveling auditor had been tenderei of hats. All trimmed goods and
pellee,
ben appointed the
temporary stenogr- tion to remand 'granted; No. 1436, to a prominent democrat, but '.h? rr shapes are being sold at absolute
apher of the corporation commis- - Territory of New Mexico
BIG REDUCTION
cost to make room for early spring
appellee, port could not be
ton.
our inventory sale everyvs. Felix Muniz. and Manuel Dnran
During
Clerk.
Chief
Appointed
purchases. Now is the time to make
Deputy Assessor Appointed.
appellants, appeal from the districi
Secretary of State Antonio Lucero your purchases, ladies. There Is a thing goes at 50 cents o nthe dolTrinidad Alarid, formerly assessor count of Taos county, reset for hear- today appointed C. F, Kenen, chief chance to make a
lar. We make a specialty of misses'
big saving.
GERMAN
3' Santa
Fe county, has been appoint-- ' ing February 7.
and children's hats, alsoh some of the
clerk. Mr. Kenan
had been
latest one piece dresses are below
n 9
deputy to Assessor Telesforo Ri- clerk in the office of Territort
County Court Records.
A
SILVERWARE
cost. Call and be convinced. Mrs. A.
IN NEW YORK CITY
Upon the completion of the new ial Secretary Nathan Jaffa, and is
IN
Standlsh.
EVERY
Declines.
court
well
for
the position.
Delgado
house, the county commissionqualified
Tou will find Hotel Cumberland, at
Francisco Delgado of Santa Fe, ers and the then District Clerk EdProadway and Fifty eourth street,
deraocrahtic candidate for state audit- ward It, Safford, upon the
OBSERVANCE IN CAPITAL
near Central Park, an Ideal location
SOMETHING DELICIOUS
suggestion
or, has declined the tender of the po of Judge R. McFie, installed steel filThere is something delicious about in the retail shopping and theater
Washingtonu, Jan. 19. The Mississition of assistant secretary of state ing cases for the court records and the taste of
Distributors
The Las district, with the subway,
elevated sippi society of this city has arranggood Iamb.
made him by Secretary of State An- kept the records of each county in tne
Vegas Mercantile company has plenty and surface cars at hand. A hand- ed to hold Its customary observance of
tonio Lucero.
Judicial district separate, in anticipa of extra fine, fancy alfalfa fed lambs some, modern, beautifully furnished the birthday anniversary of General
tion of statehood. How wise this plan, which are being.sold over the block. hotel with one of the best restau Robert E. Lee tomorrow. The Rev.
Looking for a Home.
The state corporation commission has been demonstrated lately when Try a leg or shoulder of lamb to rants in the
city, but moderate it Dr. Randolph H. MoKim, rector of
has authorized George W. Armijo, County Clerks A. A. Rivera of Taos: day. It will make a delicious dinprices. Rooms with bath, $2.50 pet tht Church of the Epiphany, has acclerk of the commission, as its agent, Walter B. Wagner, of San Juan; and ner and the meat is good when day up. Send for booklet
EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC
Harry P cepted an invtation to deliver the
to secure
suitable quarters to be M. A. Gonzales of Rio Arriba, called served cold.
address.
Stlmson, manager.
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Sane Conservative And Well Edited.
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The Optic is the Best
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Size in The Southwest

Subscribe for the Optic
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Advertise in the Optic
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CARNEGIE'S FEES ARE

Chris Wiegand, who was critically
last night, was reported to.be con- STEEL MAGNATE WILL HAVE TO
WAIT UNTIL A NOTARY AF
siderably improved this afternoon. Mr.
atFIXES HIS SEAL.
an
was
with
threatened
Pinch t Golden Wedding Re, aged Wiegand
In the wood. Direct from disUllerj tack of pneumonia, but his physicians
are of the opinion that he is now out
Washington, Jan. 19 Andrew Carto you. At the Lobby, of course.

Sixth Street

PER CENT DISCOUNT

1- -3

t dram

of danger.

Great reduction on Cluett Peabody
shirts. You know 'the quality.
Douglas avenue.

ON

MEN'S

1U

SUITS

is having
negie,
trouble collecting from the government $28.70 in witness fees for his
recent testimony before the house
steel committee. He told the committee when testifying! that he was
honored hy its invitation to appear
that he would frame in gold his sub
poena and expense vouchers and keei
them forever.
Later, however, Mr. Carnegie ap
parently changed his mind, for on
January 17 he signed his expense
Toucher and it was received today by
Jerry South, chief clerk of the house.
It calls for 455 miles of travel at five
cents a mile $(22.70), and for three
days' witness fees at $2.00 a day,
The notary in New York who
$6.
witnessed the voucher for Mr. Oar- negie failed to affix his seal. Not un
til this detail is remedied will Clerk
South give up the money.

OVERCOATS

AND

e,

Dr. M. F. Des Marals, county super
intendent of schools, has announced
his apportionment of school funds. O?
Wanted One or two rooms, f mulsh- the $3,824 raised from school taxes
ed or unfurnished, modern preferred. $588 was apportioned to the schools
Must be on the hill. Address
or of Bast Las Vegas and $540.50 to the
schools of the town of Las Vegas.
phone Optic office.
The remainder was derided among
Richard Devine, one of the book- the various country school districts of
keepers of the San Miguel bank, Is the county. There are 7,648 children
suffering from the mumps and is con- of school age in San Miguel county,
fined to the house.
according to Dr. Des Marals.
,

It is likely that several of the offHave you tried a pair of the $4
shoes for $1.95 at Taichetr's? If you icials at the court house wiU move
haven't, better get a pair before they their offices soon. Lorenzo Delgado,
the new county clerk, will vacate the
are gone.
rooms occupied by him as clerk of
If the person who was seen to pick the probate court and remove to the
up an ermine scarf at the Inaugural office of the clerk of the court for the
The latter
Ball, will return same to this office, Fourth judicial district.
he will receive liberal reward and office will give Mr. Delgado mucn
more room and, as it is connected
have no further trouble.
OMNIBUS BILL FAVORED
with the chamber of the county comWashington. Jan. 19. The house
Get a pair of Washington trousers missioners, whom he will serve as
commjtte on public buildings and
while the price is reduced. We must clerk, will be much more convenient
grounds today decided to report an
pell them before our spring stock ar than his present quarters.
Treasur- omnibus
public building carrying $16,
er Eugentfo Romero likely will remove 000,000. Democratic Leader Under
rives. Taichert's.
to the office vacated by Mr. Delgado wood advised
against this action.
Ralph Gohlke has purchased the while Sheriff Roman Gallegos will oc
house at 81 2 Pougfas avenue and after cupy the room now used by the treasMINISTER MAY RETIRE
(remodeling and repairing it will re urer. In preparing to move Mr. DelVienna, Jan. 19. Reports regarding
side there. The property belonged to gado has
arranged for the storage of the early retirement of Count Aloys
Mrs. H W. Green and the sale was the older records in a
big vault in the
made through the Investment and basement. The records go back to Lexa von Aehrenthal,
foreign minister, are persistent.
Agency corporation.
1852 when the county seat was lo
Rumor even names Ws successor, who
cated at San Miguel and the probate
is said to be Count Szecsen von Tem- Pio Nono Archuleta,
who resides clerk was Antonio Nieto. The records
n
ambassador at
erin,
near Rociada, this moraine: applied to that date are full and complete.
Paris.
at the court house for $2 as bounty
SOUNDS LIKE FICTION.
on a coyote killed by him recently
APPEAL TO THE. POWERS
San Francisco, Cal., Jan. 19. After
near his home.
Constantinople, Jan. 19. The people
searching for 19 years for tbe owner
of diamonds lost in Chicago, Mrs. B. of Macedonia have prepared a secret
Charles O'Malley,
the electrical L.
Marks has at last discovered the petition to the powers, asking for In
man, is rewiring the Imp motion picMrs. H. C. Turner of Louis tervention, according to the report of
ture theatre for occupancy hy Duncan owner,
Ky., toy a freak of chance that the commission in inquiry sent by the
ville,
and Browne, owners of the Photoplay, reads
like a chapter of fiction. A man Ottoman government to investigate
who will run both shows. As soon as
named McFadden came to San Fran- the conditions In Macedonia shortly
chairs and other new equipment ar- cisco last
year in a wagon in which after the recent dynamite outrages ni
rive this playhouse will be opened he had
crossed the plains. His horses that region.
to the public.
Duncan and Browne were in bad
condition and Involved
expect to purchase a new machine and him in trouble with the authorities.
other first class equipment and the McFadden found
Albert Stern has returned from Alhelp In a liveryman,
standard of pictures will be equal to the husband of Mrs.
where he went some time
buquerque,
Marks.
those shown at the Photoplay. It is
Marks was examining the McFad- ago on business for the Charles Ilfeld
expected that the opera chairs for the den prairie schooner, when among company, being called here on account
Imp theatre will arrive in about a some old newspapers In the bottom he of the serfous illness of Mrs. Stern.
week.
saw a want-awith a description of
MR. POLICYHOLDER.
lost diamonds which tallied with
Besides two sections of the Califor those held by Mrs. Marks.
Dear Sir. Our insurance advice is
nia Limited a Raymond-WhitcomThe ad was torn and the obliter- free to you. It may be of value to
special runing on the time of a third ated address read: "Mrs. Turn
You pay money willingly for flre
, you.
No. 3, passed through Las Vegas th"s Third street, Louisville. On this clew insurance.
morning. This train was made or Mrs. Marks write to the Louisville poOur advice tends to warrant not
two cars from New York, three from lice for an investigation. Mrs. Tur- spending your money In vain. Ask us
This ner sent
Boston and one from Chicago
proof of ownership, which about
tour is to go around the world and was received here last night
"A Better Protection
together
the passengers will sail for Japan with an offer of $100 reward. Restor-atloat the same expense"
,
from San Francisco.
CUTLER BROS.
will be made at once.
614 Lincoln Ave.
Tel. Main 124.
Austro-Hunga-ria-

Pint National Bank Building,

33

NOT FORTHCOMING

Douglas avenue.

of Old Taylor bourooi
ai tbe Opera Bar.
Try

PEWAUKE APPLES,
Large Size Fine to Cook
or Bake.

THE

Big slaughter on Washington trou
sera. They must be bold before
spring goods arrive, at Taichetr's,
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Pure
Healthful
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you'll never go back to the

CANNOT BE BEAT

THE CRAAF &

way.

BY

TRY US ONCE

HMO

CO.
..JUST TRY THEM..

Phone Main

a science

81

617 Douglas

J.

H.

STEARNS

The
Science of
Selling

Farms

OPTIC

We Have

CYCLAMEN.

proposition to itie greatest number
of prospective ;hgjyei( To reach this
class in the southwest use the

WANT COLUMNS

When in Need of a Nice Present get one of These

50c, 75c, $1.00. $1.25
507 SjrfA

Street

Who
BY
Buying for Cash

Just Brought Over a Fresh Lot of Those Beautiful

PERRY ONION & SON

Phone Main 462

Dome and
Get my Prices

Before
Buying Elsewhere

BOUCHER.
(The Coffee Man.)

13.35

9.00
8.35

LET

$30

us tell you About

our low Flat Rate

Window Lighting.

You pay

rent for that small space
in your Window, let it bring
you good returns by having
big

it well lighted.
Cuttomer

W. P. Southard

Las Vegas Light & Power Co,
ft
ft

Want
Babit

ft

M.

0

ft'
ft-ft-

m

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.

ft

Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
succests.

ft
ft
ft

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what
they want when
they want it.

ft

Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.

PACKERS' MANAGERS

ft
ft

ft
ft
ft
ft

ft
ft

ft
ft

ft

ft
ft
ft

Pbone Jain 2

territory, met daily nd were on
terms of the closest business

WERE CLOSE FRIENDS
SO

CLOSE, IN FACT, THAT THEY
MET DAILY TO DISCUSS BUSINESS AFFAIRS.

GROCER.

must

include a means of presenting the

To The People
Want to save money

Las Vegas Steam

Laundry

If it may be teamed

Appetizing

PHONE NOW--

We Always Have The Best of Everything Eatable.

Owner may
An overcoat.
have same by calling at this office
and paying for this ad.

FOUND

LAUNDRY DAY

15.00

GREENBERGER

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

LAS VEGAS STEAM

YEGETADLES

SOLD

ATTENTION ODD FELLOWS!
Ail members and visiting brothers
are requested to rooet at the lodge
rooms Sunday at 1:15 p. m, sharp for
the purpose of attending the funeral
of our late brother, Julius Graaf. By
order of the noble grand,
T. M. ELWOOD, Secretary.

If you make it

II 1UIILL1LI

16.65

No Suit Marked Higher Than

b

TO LAUNDRY DAY

10.00

18.35

n

d

CHANGE YOUR WASH DAY

11.00

"

)

Austro-Hungaria-

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

12.00

"
H

1150
12.50

20.00

"
"
"
"
"

Chicago ,Jan.

Direct testimony
of the alleged
packers' combine exchanged daily and
weekly reopjts of shipments and margins together with the detailed operations of the business transacted by
each branch house will Se given to
the Jury today in the trial of the ten
Chicago packers charged with criminal violation of the Sherman law.
Everett B. Dill, former manager for
the National Packing company in
Boston and assistant manager for the
same company in New York, gave
damaging testimony against the packers He declared that the managers
for Armour, Swift, Morris and the National Packing company in Boston
were in charge of the New
England
19.

that the representatives

WOMAN HURT In WRECK.
Cheyenne, Wyo., Jan. 19. Mrs. L
C. Harnsberg, of
Washington, D. C,
a wealthy oil operator, was
seriously
injured today in a head-ocollision
between a westbound passenger and
eastbound freight on the Wyoming &
Northwestern railroad, several miles
est of Carper. The wreck was
caused by the freight crew trying to
make a siding at Waltman on the
time of the passenger wnich was running late. Several other passengers
were slightly hurt.
n

AFTER BALDWIN MILLIONS.
San Francisco, Cal., Jan. 19. The

supreme court heard arguments today
in the contest for the millions of the
late E. J. "Lucky" Baldwin. Attorneys representing,
Lillian. Ashley
Turnbull and her daughter, Beatrice
Anita, the Contestants rairM trx nh.
tain an appeal from the .ecision of
the superior court of Los A.eles.

